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LCR or equivalent

Objectives

This subject aims to develop the English language skills required by
students to communicate effectively in their future professional careers.

Intended Learning
Outcomes

Upon successful completion of the subject, students will be able to:
a. write appropriate and effective workplace correspondence
b. summarize information clearly and appropriately
c. plan, organize and produce effective promotional literature
d. promote products or services for the elderly effectively and persuasively
in oral presentations
To achieve the above outcomes, students are expected to use language and
text structure appropriate to the context, select information critically, and
provide support for stance and opinion.

The content is indicative. The balance of the components, and the weighting
Subject Synopsis/
Indicative Syllabus accorded to each, will be based on the specific needs of the students.
1. Workplace writing
Writing emails, letters and notices/promotional material by selecting and
using relevant content; organizing ideas and information; maintaining
appropriate tone, distance and level of formality; achieving coherence
and cohesion; adopting an appropriate style, format, structure and layout.
2.

Summaries
Summarizing events or activities using an appropriate amount of detail;
choosing content, language and style appropriate to the intended
audience.

3. Presentations
Selecting content for audience-focused presentations; choosing content,
language and style appropriate to the intended audience; using effective
verbal and non-verbal interactive strategies.
4. Language appropriacy
Using context-sensitive language in spoken and written English.

5. Language development
Improving and extending relevant features of grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation.
Teaching/Learning The subject is designed to introduce students to the communication skills,
both oral and written, that they may need to function effectively in their
Methodology
future professions.
The study method is primarily seminar-based. Activities include teacher
input as well as individual and group work involving drafting and evaluating
texts, mini-presentations, discussions and simulations. Students will be
referred to information on the Internet and the ELC’s Centre for
Independent Language Learning.
Learning materials developed by the English Language Centre are used
throughout this course. Additional reference materials will be recommended
as required.
Assessment
Methods in
Alignment with
Intended Learning
Outcomes

Specific assessment
methods/tasks

%
weighting

1. Workplace writing

30%

2. Press release – promoting
a product or service for the
elderly
3. Presentation summarizing/ recommending
workplace practice
Total

35%

Intended subject learning
outcomes to be assessed
a
b
c
d





35%




100 %

.
Student Study
Effort Expected

Class contact:


Lessons

26 hrs.

Other student study effort:


Self-study and Class preparation

Total student study effort

52 hrs.
78 hrs.
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Online Resources
General
BBC Learning English:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/business/talkingbusiness/
Presentations
Presentation Magazine: www.presentationmagazine.com/
ELC
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/presentations
Professional writing:
Plain English Campaign: www.plainenglish.co.uk

